
School Trail

Start at Foundation Stones

Look at this time line. 

Find three plants or animals that would have lived during these periods.  
Draw them below:

Complete this picture:

Find the bear skull. 

Estimate the height of the bear: 

360 million  
years ago

300 million
years ago

240 million
years ago

Religion was very important to medieval life. 
Most churches were decorated. 

Find this picture:

What is happening? 

.................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................

In 1642 Civil War broke out in England. 

Find this bust:

Who is he? 
Why was he important? 

.................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................

Go downstairs to Gathering...

Design your own cider mug:

In 1688 many people in Somerset took part in the Monmouth Rebellion.  

Find these people:

Mary Blake             John Hucker            Charles Speke 

Read their stories. Tick each name when you have finished.  

What is this? ..............................



The Romans arrived in Somerset some time after 45AD, nearly 2,000 years 
ago. When they arrived they came with many new objects, tools, food and 
technologies. Before converting to Christianity, Romans believed in many 
different gods. 

Find these gods and label them below.

After the Romans left Britain, uncertainty led to civil war and many  
people left their homes. 

England was dangerous and volatile until Alfred the Great defeated the Vikings.

Alfred the Great organised settlements into small towns called ‘burhs’. 

Find this object: 

What does this tell us about King Alfred?

.....................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................

................................ ................................ ................................ ................................

Upstairs…

Look in the first case. 
Can you find these artefacts?

How are they the same? 

.............................................

.............................................
How are they different?

.............................................

.............................................

Continue to…
About 4,500 years ago people began to use metal to make tools and weapons. 

Find this artefact:

What is it made from?  .............................................

During the Iron Age Somerset flooded and people had to use canoes. 
Look at the canoe. 

Find a tool that you might use to make this canoe. 

Draw it in the box provided: 

Write it’s name here:

..........................................


